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Abstract—In this work, an Arduino Uno based real time home security system using self-generated password protection scheme has been proposed. The main function of this security system is to detect the presence of human being and make the user alert about it whenever it is necessary, by sending text message to user’s mobile phone number, registered previously. In the primary stage, presence of any human being will be sensed by a Pyroelectric (PIR) motion sensor and after that, the person will have to enter the right password through a keypad. The self-generated password protection provides a double-sided benefit to this system viz. any unknown person will have to prove his/her identity by entering the right password to the security system. Every time a password is used, it expires, and a new password gets generated by the system and is sent to the registered mobile number. The real time protection has been performed using a SIM 900 TTL module which sends and receives text messages between user’s mobile phone and microcontroller i.e. Arduino. This security system has provided low cost and less complicated home security protection scheme by detecting any unauthorized entry to our home or any other place that needs to be secured.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this new age, while technology has enriched to a great extent, enhancement of theft and stealing is having a bad impact on society. Although it has been seen that since last few years, the forcible entry of burglar has been reduced but still the burglar entry has not been completely reduced. Therefore, in nowadays to restrict and resist these burglar activities, implementation of various security devices is a vital area of research. The security devices, which can be placed either inside or outside of house, to protect trespassing is generally known as home security devices [1].

At the early stage sound alarms were the only thing which is used as a home security system. But due to the development and advancement of technology as well as the increase in smartness of burglars, sound alarms are not enough for the home security. Hence microcontroller viz. Arduino, Raspberry Pi, PIC microcontroller etc. based home security system have become popular in these days. The components which are used for the home security systems are Arduino, GSM, Smart Vault, etc.

Arduino acts as the brain of the home security system. It is an open-source electronics platform based on easy to use hardware and software. This device senses the environment by receiving inputs from many sensors and affects its surroundings by controlling lights, motors, charger, inverter, and other actuators. Today most of the projects, innovation occur by the help of Arduino [2].

Nowadays the applications of IoT (Internet of Things) [3] are developing vastly. It is a smart system where the home appliances are connected with the internet which is operated by a user-friendly application. For example, if somebody forgets to turn off the light or fan or any other appliances in the house, they can turn it off by the help of the cell phone through wireless communication system. This is the major application of IoT. For this reason, nowadays IoT are also used as in-home security system [4-6].

Camera plays an important role in the home security system. In most of the houses and building, CCTV cameras are used which records every moment happening inside as well as the surroundings [7]. Cyber Security is a system which also helps in security but this system is mostly used in offices, banks, etc. Nowadays ATMs are protected by Cyber Security [8-9].

Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) is a system which helps to send and receive both call and messages by the help of Arduino and other microcontroller [10-13]. This system is quietly used as a home security system. Another home security system has been developed which is Finger Print

In this project, a GSM based and Arduino Uno controlled home security system has been proposed. A GSM module named as SIM900 TTL modem with active simcard has been used. Also a security keypad has been used to provide better security to this system. Whenever any person enters home or work place or where we want to know the presence of unknown people, the presence of him/her will be detected by sensor. Now if the person is known, then he/she can put a security password on the keypad which will prove that he is a known person who has entered. But if he/she fails to provide right password, then a message will be sent to user’s mobile phone to ensure that an unauthorized entry has occurred. The main objective of this project is to prevent and alert user about any unauthorised entry into the desired place. The double-sided protection has provided greater security to this work along with self-generated password scheme, which changes every time an entry occurs.

II. METHODOLOGY

To implement this security system, user should have a mobile phone with active SIM-card. Another SIM-card is also needed
unauthorized person. But if right password is received by microcontroller, then it generates a new password and sends it to user phone which will be treated as new password for the next time operation. The whole procedure is explained in the following five stages; 1. Motion sensing by PIR sensor, 2. Password entry through keypad, 3. GSM shield operation to send alert message, 4. Password generation and updating to user.

In the area of microcontroller based research or project works, Arduino Uno has played a vital role as a controlling device. The Arduino Uno is a microcontroller board equipped with Atmega-328P microchip and other peripheral devices and a set of input/output pins. Its working voltage is 5 Volt with operating frequency 16 MHz. Table I Shows the specifications of Arduino Uno. Now in this proposed work, Arduino Uno has been used as a primary controlling device of all other components. The connection scheme of other components with Arduino is explained in each following section.

A. Motion sensing by PIR sensor

The Pyroelectric (PIR) Motion sensor can detect the change of infrared radiation coming from a hotter body thus ensuring its presence near about itself. In this work this sensor has been used to detect the presence of human being in its vicinity. This sensor needs 5-20 Volt DC supply to operate and if any motion or change in infrared radiation is sensed, it provides a high DC output voltage (almost 3.3-5 Volt), otherwise this output pin goes low (almost zero voltage). The sensitivity range of this device is almost 6-7 meters with 110°×70° sensation capacity.

The sensing range of PIR sensor varies between 3-7 meter, hence the sensor is to be kept in such a place so that it can sense the presence of human body inside home. The sensing range can also be controlled using sensitivity adjustment knob as shown in Fig.2 In this work, the PIR sensor has been powered from Arduino Uno microcontroller directly from Pin-11 by keeping

![Fig.1 Signal flow diagram](https://www.ijsrp.org)

![Fig.2 PIR motion sensor](https://www.ijsrp.org)
this pin configuration as high output mode and the ground pin is connected to Arduino ground pin (GND). Now the output pin is connected to Arduino Pin-10. In general output signal of PIR sensor is low (viz. 0 volt) but whenever any human presence is sensed by the sensor within its range, it sends a high signal (almost 3 Volt) through its output pin which is connected through Arduino pin.

Now if human presence is sensed, then PIR sends high output signal. Arduino receives this signal and waits for 30 second for the password to be entered through keypad.

Hence, just after entering into room, the person, needs to provide the right password within this 30 second.

B. Password entry through keypad

A 4x4 matrix keypad is used to manually provide 16 character viz. numeric character between ‘0-9’, alphabet between ‘A-D’ and two special character ‘*’ and ‘#’, by pressing respective keys as shown in Fig.3. This keypad consist of total 8 pins where 4 pins is connected to each row and rest of 4 pins are connected to each column. Now whenever any key is pressed, respective row and column are activated and by detecting the row and column number, microcontroller can read, which key has been pressed.

In this work, a password of three digit is to be entered by the user manually through 4x4 keypad. Mainly the password is the proof of that the person who has entered, a known person. Initially, a three digit password was generated by Arduino and saved by itself. This password was also sent to user’s mobile phone through GSM shield. Thus this password would be known to user only. Now, when a person enters to room, he/she might be either known or unknown. If the person is known, then before entering, he/she can get information about the right password from user and just after entry, he/she will enter that password through keypad which ensures that he/she is a known person. Now if that person fails to provide any password or provides wrong password within this 30 second, it will be a proof of unauthorized entry. Whenever any unauthorized entry be detected, Arduino sends signal to GSM shield to send an ‘alert message’ to user to make him/her aware of it. In this way, the PIR sensor along with self-generated password protection scheme provides a better and low cost security system.

To make aware the person about his presence has been detected by microcontroller, two signal Led have also been used. When microcontroller will sense the high output signal from PIR, a Green Led with starts glow. After 20 second it will starts blinking and whenever 30 second completes, the Green light will extinguish and a Red light will glow ensuring that ‘alert message’ has been sent to user mobile. But if the person provides right password within this interval, both light will extinguish and no message will be sent regarding unauthorized entry.

C. GSM shield operation to send alert message

The SIM 900 TTL UART modem, shown in Fig.4, is a dual band GSM/GPRS module with operating frequency 900/1800 MHz. This module operates in 5-20 volt DC supply and it is equipped with SMA connector with GSM L Type Antenna. This module can be interfaced with microcontroller unit with AT commands through serial port using TX and RX pins to transmit and receive data, respectively.

In our work we have used a GSM simcard to send message from this module to user’s mobile phone. Hence after inserting this simcard, we connected the antenna and provided power supply from Arduino Uno by attaching this module with Arduino Uno. Now there are three status LED, mounted on GSM module, which are 1. PWR LED: it will lit immediately after proving power supply, 2. STS LED: it will lit after 1-2 seconds indicating the module is operating properly, 3. NET LED: it will starts to blink in fast for few seconds (searching for Network) and becomes slow blinking once the Modem registers with the Network. Now, when NET Led will starts blinking slowly, the module starts working properly. A text message was already been written inside microcontroller to alert users, and it was sent to users mobile phone whenever any unauthorized entry took place. The algorithm is written below,

Alert_MSG="trespassing has been occurred’.# alert message

1. if password has been entered goto step 2, else goto step 7
2. if the entered password is right goto step 3, else goto step 7
3. generate new password
4. save new password
5. send new password to users mobile phone
6. go to step 9
7. send Alert_MSG to users mobile phone
8. go to step 3
9. end.

Now to send Alert_MSG, the following commands is used,
1. mySerial.println("AT+CMGF=1");
2. delay(1000);
3. mySerial.println("AT+CMGS=" +91xxxxxxxxx");
4. mySerial.println("trespassing has been occurred");

Where, “xxxxxxxx” represents users 10 digit mobile number.

D. Password generation

In this work, a new password generation scheme has been proposed where after completion of each operation, every time a new password is sent to user mobile, thus increasing the security procedure. This password generation procedure can be of three different types, these are 1. if any trespassing occurs, user will aware of it and after that the Arduino Uno has to be restarted and a new password will be sent. 2. if any malfunction has been occurred or any known person has entered and forgot
to provide right password, then user will still receive alert message. In that case user can send a missed call to the sim card connected to GSM shield and the device will generate new password and will start working properly. 3. if any known person has entered and provided right password, then the device to just send the new generated password to user and will start working properly.

Now, after password generation and updating of password to user, the microcontroller will treat this password as right one for the next time operation. The connection scheme of this work is explained in Fig.5.

III. CONCLUSION

In this the main objective was to reduce technical complexity and expenses over the security system along with advancement of security procedure. After detection of human presence, this device needs a password to make user ensure that a known person has entered, failing which an ‘alert’ message will be sent to user’s mobile phone to make him/her aware of that, a trespassing has occurred. After each time operation a new pass word will be generated and treated as right password for the next time operation. Also this new password will only be known to user. In this way the self-generated password protection scheme provided a better security protocol.
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